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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The purpose of this media plan was to discover the ins and outs of the 
Chick-fil-A brand, and strategize a way to promote it in the most effective way 
possible. Chick- Fil- A opened in 1967 in Atlanta by Truett Cathy. They have 
exceeded a billion dollars in sales, with over a thousand restaurants in 37 states. 
Chick- Fil-A is now the top chicken chain after surpassing KFC and is 11th in the 
top 100 U.S chain system.  
 
 Chick-Fil-A is a brand based on family values and is primarily in suburban 
neighborhoods and shopping malls. Through research we defined our target 
market as 25-55 year olds, primarily women homeowners in the middle class with 
families specifically in the Atlanta, Miami, and Dallas areas. Our target audience 
tends to be religious with a hectic lifestyle and uses social media to stay current 
on events and deals. They are closed on Sunday, which stresses the idea of 
family and religion even more so. 
 
 Our media plan focuses a large portion of our budget on television 
advertising. January, November, and December are the months we plan to 
advertise the most and reach the most people. This is due to the football bowl 
games, especially the Chick-Fil-A bowl game. Our highest GRP month is 
December because the heavy amount of shopping that will be taking place 
near our locations during Christmas. Our lowest GRP month is March because it’s 
a time for people to pay bills and limit spending and because the weather isn’t 
particularly nice. By strategically increasing and lowering the reach and 
frequency during these particular months we hope to get the greatest amount 
of potential customers without it becoming white noise to them. 
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 
 

Chick-Fil-A Background 

In 1946, Cathy opened the Drawrf Grill with a pressure cooker that 

made a boneless chicken sandwich in the same timeframe as cooking a 

burger.  He trademarked “Chick-Fil-A” and opened the first Chick-Fil-A 

establishment in 1967, in Atlanta, GA Greenbrier Mall.  Truett Cathy is the 

founder, chairman, and Chief Executive Officer of Chick-Fil-A. The 

company headquarters of Chick-Fil-A still reside in Atlanta, Georgia. The 

first full service Chick-Fil-A Dwarf House opened in 1985 in Jonesboro, GA. 

They are best known for creating the boneless chicken breast 

sandwich and first introducing the chicken nugget concept.  The 

company also serves freshly prepared food products that are more 

nutritious that other food companies. 

With the expansion by mid-1800, the company opened its first 

freestanding restaurant and continued to magnify.   In 2000 Chick-Fil-A 

exceeded one billion dollars in system-wide sales.  As of January 10, 2005, 

there are 1,178 restaurants operating in 37 states and DC.  The company 

reached record sales of $3.2 billion in 2009 while consuming 20% of the 

market, which showed a 7% increase in the market 

share from 2004. 

In 2012 the company reached $4.6 billion, 

remaining the second largest quick service 

chicken restaurant chain in the country. 
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Internal Environment 
This company purpose is “to glorify God by being a faithful steward 

of all that is entrusted to us; and to have positive influence on all who 

come in contact with Chick-Fil-A.”  This mission statement is reflected in 

their corporate sponsorships, advertising, attitudes, and the communities 

around them.  The franchise believes that: 

“This begins in the restaurant – one customer at a time. We firmly 

believe in treating every person who comes through our doors with 

honor, dignity, and respect. We teach it to everyone who comes to 

work at Chick-fil-A, and it’s something that they take with him or her 

throughout their careers – whether they choose to stay with Chick-

fil-A or go on to other promising careers. But to us, service goes 

beyond our restaurant doors. We serve our communities through 

volunteerism and giving. We also make a commitment to take care 

of the people who take care of our communities. For example, by 

giving sandwiches to first responders in times of crisis, we honor the 

commitment they make to serve all of us. And our philanthropic 

giving reinforces that commitment to service by helping children 

and families in need. This is what makes us who we are.” 

Through intense strategic planning, Chic-Fil-A has based upon the 

vision, mission and corporate values they have been able to establish a 

unique position in a very competitive industry. Their commitment to family 

and the community and their sound business decisions have made them 

one of the most profitable and fastest growing quick service restaurants in 

the nation. 

They are also known for being closed on Sunday’s, in accordance 

to the owners Christians beliefs.  Not only does Chick-Fil-A take care of its 

customers but their employees as well.  This brand tries to encourage 

employees to their full potential.  They have a “Leadership Scholarship 

Program where qualifying employees receive $1000 scholarship to the 
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school of their choosing.   Since 1973 there have been over #30 million 

scholarships awarded to restaurant employees. 

While giving back to their employees and customers they give back 

to many organizations.  One of their main philanthropies is the “WinShape 

Foundation” created in 1984 by Truett Cathy.  The programs purpose is to 

“shape winners” including WinShape Camps®, WinShape® College, 

WinShape RetreatSM, WinShape MarriageSM, WinShape WildernessSM, 

WinShape International and WinShape Homes®. 

Over the last few years Chick-Fil-A has acquired a few sponsorships 

and supporters.   This brand sponsors the Chick-fil-A Bowl, Chick-fil-A Bowl 

Challenge, Chick-fil-A Kickoff Game and Chick-fil-A Leadercast.  Each of 

these has been introduced to new audiences and converted them to at 

least try their products.  This is causing them to become light to medium 

users. 

 

Secrets To Success 
o Listening to the customer 
o The customer is our #1 priority 
o Prime focus on getting better rather than getting bigger 
o Importance on quality 

 
 
Chick-fil-A values are instilled in their customer service.  They have been 
honored with the following awards: 
 

o Consumer Picks "Top Limited-Service Restaurants" Chicken 
Category (2012) 
 

o QSR Magazine honors for "Best Drive-Thru in America" (2011) 
 

o Zagat's Fast Food Survey's "Top Large Chain" (2011) 
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Chick-fil-A Product Offerings 
 

Chick-Fil-A offers a variety of chicken entrees, salads, waffle fries, 

fresh-squeezed lemonade and various deserts served separately and in 

combo options.  The restaurants have several freestanding buildings with 

drive-through lanes and reside in several in-mall locations.  Chick-Fil-A can 

also be found in schools and airports.  Several Trademark items would 

include: the Original Chicken sandwich, the Southwest Chargrilled Salad, 

Cool Wrap and a line of recently breakfast items. The company even 

offers a catering service with large trays of various snack food including, 

chicken nuggets, chicken strips, Chick-n-Minis, wraps, chicken salad, fruit 

and deserts. 

They have kept their prices steady and only introduced new 

versions of its existing products.  This would include the new spicy chicken 

sandwich that launched in the 2013 summer.   Nutrition is an important 

factor of the brand.  The menu gives healthy and balanced choices.  

Offering 10 items off the menu that have 10 or fewer grams of fat.  They 

are using healthier ingredients in their products and all items are almost 

free of trans fat. 
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Price Offerings 
 

Menu	  Item	   Size	   Price	  
Meals	  

Combo	  Includes	  Medium	  Tea	  or	  Soft	  Drink	  &	  Choice	  of	  Medium	  Classic	  Side	  

Chick-fil-A Chicken Sandwich  $2.99 
Chick-fil-A Chicken Sandwich - Combo  $5.85 
Chick-fil-A Chicken Deluxe Sandwich  $3.59 

Chick-fil-A Chicken Deluxe Sandwich -C  $6.45 
Spicy Chicken Sandwich  $3.25 

Spicy Chicken Sandwich - Combo  $6.09 
Spicy Chicken Deluxe Sandwich  $3.85 

Spicy Chicken Deluxe Sandwich -Combo  $6.69 
Chick-fil-A Nuggets 8 Pc. $2.99 
Chick-fil-A Nuggets 12 Pc. $4.39 

Chick-fil-A Nuggets - Combo 8 Pc. $5.85 
Chick-fil-A Nuggets - Combo 12 Pc. $7.19 

Chick-n-Strips 3 Pc. $3.29 
Chick-n-Strips 4 Pc. $4.35 

Chick-n-Strips - Combo 3 Pc. $6.15 
Chick-n-Strips - Combo 4 Pc. $7.19 

Chargrilled Chicken Sandwich  $3.69 
Chargrilled Chicken Sandwich - Combo  $6.49 

Chargrilled Chicken Club Sandwich  $4.89 
Chargrilled Chicken Club Sandwich Cm  $7.59 

Chicken Salad Sandwich  $3.95 
Chicken Salad Sandwich - Combo  $6.69 

Cool Wrap (Chargrilled, Caesar, or Spicy  $4.95 
Cool Wrap (Chargrilled, Caesar, or Spicy  $7.89 

Soup & Salad (Large Chicken Soup and Side Salad)  $7.49 

 
Classic Sides 

Waffle Potato Fries Small $1.45 
Waffle Potato Fries Medium $1.65 
Waffle Potato Fries Large $1.85 

Cole Slaw Medium $1.65 
Cole Slaw Large $2.25 

Carrot & Raisin Salad Medium $1.65 
Carrot & Raisin Salad Large $2.25 

Yogurt Parfait  $2.39 
Fruit Cup Small $1.79 
Fruit Cup Medium $2.39 
Fruit Cup Large $3.45 
Side Salad  $2.39 

Chicken Soup Medium $2.45 
Chicken Soup Large $3.95 
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Kid's Meals 
Includes Choice of a Small Side, Kid's Size Drink, and a Surprise 

Nuggets 4 Pc. $3.29 
Nuggets 6 Pc. $3.99 

Grilled Nuggets 4 Pc. $3.29 
Grilled Nuggets 6 Pc. $3.99 
Chick-n-Strips 1 Pc. $2.99 
Chick-n-Strips 2 Pc. $4.09 

Chargrilled & Fruit Salad  $5.99 
Chargrilled Chicken Garden Salad  $5.69 

Southwest Chargrilled Salad  $5.69 
Chick-n-Strips Salad  $5.69 

Desserts 

Hand-Spun Milkshakes (Cookies & Cream, 
Chocolate, Strawberry, or Vanilla) 

Medium $2.69 

Hand-Spun Milkshakes (Cookies & Cream, 
Chocolate, Strawberry, or Vanilla) 

Large $3.09 

Icedream Cone  $1.19 
Icedream Cup  $1.59 

Fudge Brownie  $1.75 
Chocolate Chunk Cookie Single $1.15 
Chocolate Chunk Cookie Half Dozen $6.35 

Sundaes (Cookie)  $1.65 
Sundaes (Fudge Brownie)  $3.09 

Mini Sundae  $1.05 
Breakfast Meals 

Combo Includes Hash Browns & Small 100% Colombian Coffee 
Chick-fil-A Chicken Biscuit  $2.09 

Chick-fil-A Chicken Biscuit - Combo  $4.09 
Chick-n-Minis 3 Pc. $2.25 
Chick-n-Minis 4 Pc. $2.95 

Chick-n-Minis - Combo 3 Pc. $4.25 
Chick-n-Minis - Combo 4 Pc. $4.95 

Bacon, Egg & Cheese Biscuit  $2.55 
Bacon, Egg & Cheese Biscuit - Combo  $4.55 

Spicy Chicken Biscuit  $2.25 
Spicy Chicken Biscuit - Combo  $4.45 

Breakfast Burrito (Chicken or Sausage)  $2.45 
Breakfast Burrito (Chicken or Sausage) - Combo  $4.45 

Sausage, Egg & Cheese Biscuit  $2.55 
Sausage, Egg & Cheese Biscuit - Combo  $4.55 

Chicken, Egg & Cheese Bagel  $3.25 
Chicken, Egg & Cheese Bagel - Combo  $5.25 

Oatmeal  $2.59 
Oatmeal & Fruit - Combo  $6.05 
Bagel with Cream Cheese  $1.75 

Hash Browns  $0.99 
Yogurt Parfait  $2.39 

Cinnamon Cluster  $1.89 
Gravy Biscuit  $1.55 
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Sponsored Events 
 

Over the last few years Chick-Fil-A has acquired a few sponsorships 
and supporters.   This brand sponsors the Chick-fil-A Bowl, Chick-fil-A Bowl 
Challenge, Chick-fil-A Kickoff Game and Chick-fil-A Leadercast.  Each of 
these has been introduced to new audiences and converted them to at 
least try their products.  This is causing them to become light to medium 
users. 

 
Chick-fil-A Bowl 

This is a college football bowl game that is 
played every year in Atlanta, Georgia between teams 
from the Atlantic Coast and Southeastern 
Conference.  The Chick-fil-A Bowl owns exclusive rights 
to the first selection in the ACC – after the BCS.  The 
Chick-fil-A Bowl is the second highest-attended non-
BCS game in the country and leads all bowl games in 

charitable and scholarship contributions. They set records in 2012 with its 
15th straight sellout and an all-time high $6.9 million in total team payout 

 
 
Chick-fil-A Kickoff Game 

This happens during an early season college football 
game at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, Georgia.  The 
game features two top ranked college football teams 
from the Southeastern Conference. This event was 
created by the Chick-Fil-A Bowl and partnered with 
ESPN.  The game was sold-out in 2008 and had a 
prime time spot on ABC and an onsite appearance 

by ESPN’s College Game Day show. The event was expanded to two 
games in 2012.  This was this first time that tow games of college football 
have been hosted by the same facility by the same company 

 
WinShape Foundation 

Truett Cathy created this foundation in 1984 to develop 
future leaders among today’s youth.  This was to 
“Shape Winners” and supports a long-term foster care 
program, summer camps, and a scholarship program.  
The Scholarship program is partnered with Berry 
College. 
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Chick-fil-A Bowl Challenge 

This is an annual celebrity golf even hosted at the 
Reynolds Plantation resort on Lake Oconee near 
Atlanta, Georgia.  This is a three-day tournament that 
includes several celebrities and PGA players.  Each 
player is competing for a scholarship reward of 
$520,000.   All other proceeds from this event benefit 

other charities including the Chick-Fil-A’s WinShape Homes. 
 
 

 
Chick-fil-A Kyle Petty Charity Ride Across America 

Officer Dan Cathy, and more than 250 participants, 
including NASCAR celebrities, ride sponsors and 
motorcycle enthusiasts, travel more than 2,800 miles 
in eight days. The group will travel the East Coast from 
the woodlands of New England to the Blue Ridge 
Mountains as it heads towards its final destination, the 
beaches of Florida.  This is an annual charity tour for 

motorcyclist to raise money for the Victory Junction Gang 
Camp for terminally ill children.  This is a non-profit 
organization founded by NASCAR driver Kyle Petty and his 
wife.  The camp is designed to enrich the lives of children with 
chronic or life-threating illnesses by creating memorable, 
exciting and empowering experiences. 
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Brand Advertising 
 

This brand has a marketing model that is different than other 
competitors.   Over the last 30 years the company has emphasized on 
product quality.   Chick-fil-A has worked with Richards Group, Dallas, since 
1995, when it launched their cow-focused "Eat Mor Chikin" campaign.  
The cows are shown pleading to the viewer to eat chicken rather than 
beef.  The audience would be assuming that beef is made of themselves 
and others they know.  This message has been spread across radio, 
television, outdoor ads and the Internet.  From this point on they have 
become a fully integrated advertising program. 

They now have a "Cow Appreciation Day," an annual marketing 
push that includes an individual to dress up as a cow to receive a free 
meal, breakfast, lunch or dinner.  In 2008, they spent roughly $13 million in 
promotion advertising.  They typically spend majority of their advertising 
budget on television. 

The Richards Group handles most of the marketing for Chick-Fil-A.  They 
have created a new strategy, in which the Facebook followers have 
almost tripled.  Social media has taken off and integrated into many of its 
standing marketing campaigns, including the Cow Appreciation Day.   
Consumers are constantly on the go and rely on their mobile devices to 
learn about the latest news and trends.  Chick-Fil-A has been utilizing this 
new advancement, giving promotions on several mediums. 
Family values are extremely important to the company.  Children make 
up a large portion of the fast food market, and these brands constantly 
are coming up with new ways to promote their restaurants to the younger 
generation.  Chick-Fil-A designed “advergames,” which are online games 
that children can play while receiving subtle advertising from their 
company. 
“ The long-standing slogan of “We didn’t invent the chicken, just the 
Chicken Sandwich” is still being used today. 
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Business Model 
 

Chick-Fil-A uses a business model that is unlike from their restaurant 

competitors.  When they select a location for a new franchise, they build it 

and maintain ownership.   Anyone who is approved and wishes to open 

his or her own store needs a $5000 investment to become an operator.  

Most of the competing fast service restaurants pay almost $2 million to 

open a new franchise.   The company receives at least 15,000 

applications from potential operators to open new franchises. 
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Chick-fil-A Brand Current Sales 

 Unlike its competitors, Chick-fil-A hasn't made any major additions or 
changes to either its menu or its marketing campaign. It also opens fewer 
than 100 new locations each year, which, for such a high-earning 
company, is modest.  They have kept their prices steady and only 
introduced new versions of its existing products. 

 Consumer awareness of Chick-fil-A’s ads increased 6.5% during the third 
quarter, according to a study by Sandelman and Associates.  The brand 
has been very consistent with their position on issues, running their brand 
under Christians principals. 

Chick-Fil-A is ranked number one in U.S. chicken chains when it 
comes to system wide sales, with sales reaching $4,560,300,000 in 2013.  
Chick-Fil-A ranks ninth in the top 100 U.S. chain system wide sales.  They 
are breaking into the top ten for the first time.  In 2012, they ranked 11th in 
the top 100 U.S. chain system wide sales (figure A).  Chick-Fil-A also was 
the third largest growing chicken chains; only beat by Wingstop and 
Zaxby’s.  The growth that Chick-Fil-A experienced was 14.22 percent in the 
2013 fiscal year. 

 
A category chicken chains sales figures as a whole reached 

$15,321,700,000.  The category also had an average sales growth rate of 
9.95 percent (figure b).  Chick-Fil-A has control of almost 30 percent of 
chicken chains market share. Chick-Fil-A is roughly tied with KFC in market 
share.  In 2012 chicken chains held 6.74 percent of total market share of 
top 100 sales market share by segment (figure c). 
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Target Audience 
The Chick-fil-A target audience differs a little from the usual fast food 

clientele, which includes many teens and children.  The market for chicken is 
skewed slightly for the adult female with a higher level of education and 
income.  With the addition to the new menu options, they are targeting a 
more health-conscious consumer.  Customers have more active lifestyles and 
are likely to be in white-collar jobs.  They have also publicly stated their 
religious values as a brand and target a more Christian based clientele.   
Community and cause support are also valued by both groups.  If your brand 
supports a specific cause it is more likely to have value in their eyes. 
  Like their competitors, Chick-Fil-A does target comparable markets to 
that of the Quick Service Industry.  They are offering several products that are 
for their specific target markets.  This brand is not only directing 
advertisements towards the mothers and millennials but the children as well. 
This business based on family has really tried to confine their locations to 
suburban malls and neighborhoods. 

  There are few target markets that you can look into for a quick service 
restaurant.  Mothers are a great target market, but the underlying market is 
actually the kid. Mothers are looking for value, convenience, and healthiness.  
They are the main decision factor when it comes to food, spending nearly 1.6 
trillion in annual spending in general.  Aside from speed of service and value 
they like to support a company that supports a cause. This company 
targeted younger children and had great success.  Mothers are also 
outgoing social beings, meaning they will be most likely to spread the word 
about negative or highly positive experiences with a company. 

  One of the markets Chick-fil-A targets would be the millennials. This 
restaurant is inexpensive and fast, which is convenient for this age group of 
18-25. They have little money and are usually busy or want their food as soon 
as possible. They are a unique group who are ethnically diverse and expect 
creativity and innovation in a quick service restaurant.  Most of these 
individuals want to keep up with the times and latest trends.  Considering that 
Chick-fil-A is one of the more innovative and modern choices in the quick 
service industry, this is quite appealing to millennials.  The millennials show 
significant brand affinity and loyalty for companies they grew up with.  Chick-
fil-A takes advantage of this concept and start young then carry the 
advertising over to the older generation. 
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Quick Service Restaurant Consumer Focus 

  Trying to service all the different requirements of fast food customers 
leads a chain to operate with consumers chasing new promotions and 
products.  By targeting discrete segments of customers, companies 
achieve efficiency and focus in marking and operations.  Smart targeting 
streamlines the number of products to sell, messages to communicate, 
promotions to run, and so on. And targeting is critical now more than ever, 
as organizations seek to grow their top lines while maintaining lowered 
costs. 

  There are few target markets that you can look into for a quick 
service restaurant.  Moms typically are a great target market, but the 
underlying market is actually the kid. Mothers are looking for value, 
convenience, and healthiness.  They are the main decision factor when it 
comes to food, spending nearly 1.6 trillion in annual spending in general.  
Aside from speed of service and value they like to support a company 
that supports a cause. Many industries have targeted younger children 
and had great success. 

  Another market would be the millennials.  The fast food restaurants 
are inexpensive and fast, which is convenient for this age group of 18-25.  
This group can account for about 80 million people of our population.  
According to QSR magazine, millennials visit quick service restaurants at 
least 12 or more times a month.  They have little money and are usually 
busy or want their food as soon as possible.  Expecting to be valued, this 
group thinks they know best and they should get what they want.  Each 
group member is use to having various choices wherever they go.  They 
are a unique group who are ethnically diverse and expect creativity and 
innovation in a quick service restaurant. 

  Both of these target segments are driven by individual needs and 
desires.  Each is a heavy user of the Internet and social media.  You’re 
research can rely on these reviews and recommendations to inform their 
brand decisions.  Community and cause support are also valued by both 
groups.  If your brand supports a specific cause it is more likely to have 
value in their eyes.   You would be targeting an individual who are on the 
go and doesn’t wish to spend a lot of money on a particular meals. 
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Competitors 

  The fast food restaurant industry, which includes quick-service and 
fast casual restaurants, is highly segmented with the top 50 companies 
accounting for only 25% of industry’s sales.  Fast food restaurants, also 
know as quick service restaurants.  Since late 2006, increasing food and 
energy prices has slowed the fast food industry’s growth down.  These 
high prices are combined with the housing slump, weak job market are 
taking a toll on all restaurant businesses. 

  Chick-fil-A operates as the second largest fast-food chain that 
specializes in chicken.  The chain is popular for its breaded chicken 
sandwiches and waffle fries.  Most of its outlets are freestanding units that 
offer drive-through service as well as dine-in seating.  The company also 
has a significant number of mall-based stores.  In the restaurant market 
Chick-fil-A competes with quite a few that have the same features. 
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Chick-fil-A’s major competitors: 

KFC – Kentucky Fried Chicken 

Kentucky Fried Chicken was actually opened up by a sixth 
grade dropout, Colonel Harland Sanders and it quickly 
grew to become one of the biggest fast food chicken 
restaurants. They call their chicken the “Original Recipe” 
and still serve the chicken with the same 11 spices and 

herbs Colonel Sanders made when he started the company. In 2008 KFC 
was the leader in the U.S. chicken quick serve restaurant segment among 
other companies that have their chicken as the main menu item, having a 
42 percent market share in the industry. It now proudly owns 5,200 
restaurants in the United States and 15,000 restaurants internationally, which 
shows just how much KFC has expanded.  In the previous year of 2013 KFC 
was ranked #11 out of 100 on the Nations Chain System wide Sales with 
annual sales of $4,500.00 in 2012, $4,600 in 2011 and $4,700 in 2010. 

 

Strengths 

• Second best global brand in fast food 
industry 

• Combination of KFC – Pizza Hut and 
KFC – Taco Bell 

• Innovative culture 
• Size advantages 
• Brand recognition- strong rep 
• Loyal customer base 
• Strong brand name 

Weaknesses 

• Untrustworthy suppliers 
• Negative publicity 
• Unhealthy food menu 
• High employee turnover 
• Lack of strong marketing efforts 
• Work inefficiencies 
• Outdated technology 
• Lack of Customer Service 
• Poor Staff 

Opportunities 

• Increasing demand for healthier food 
• Home meal delivery 
• Introducing new products to its only 

chicken range 
• International expansion 
• Emerging Market 
• New Recipes 
•  

Threats 

• Trend towards healthy eating 
• Local fast food restaurant chains 
• Currency fluctuations 
• Lawsuits against KFC 
• Mature Markets 
• Government regulations 
• Substitute products 
• Intense competition 
• Farmers raising prices 
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Popeye’s Louisiana Kitchen 

Popeye’s was opened in 1972 in New Orleans, 
Louisiana as “Chicken on the Run” serving traditional 
Southern fried chicken. After the chain wasn’t doing so well 
the founder reopened the chain as Popeye’s and started 
selling the spicy, New Orleans style chicken. They introduced 
the buttermilk biscuits to their food item, which is now one of 

their most famous sides. After opening its 500th restaurant in Landover, 
Maryland in 1985 they also became the number three quick service 
chicken chain based on the number of franchises there are. In 2010 
Popeye’s won the Original Recipe National tasting against KFC. Since the 
fast food market was looking for new ways to promote chicken Popeye’s 
came out with their newest menu, the Louisiana Leaux, which is suppose 
to be the “healthier menu”.  It now continues to operate worldwide and it 
recently just opened its 2000th chain.   This brand was ranked 29th out of 
100 on the Nations Chain System wide Sales with annual sales of $1,931,00 
in 2012, $1,704,00 in 2011, and $1,607,00 in 2010. 
 

Popeye’s SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

• Unique Louisiana style mashed 
potato 

• Cajun style fried 
• Cheaper than other chicken QSR 
• More varieties of food 
• Healthier 
• Known Brand name 
• Tasty Side choices 

 

Weakness 

• Less outlets 
• Chicken is not as tasty 
• Reputation is not as high 
• Not fast moving promotions 
• Company has not updated 
•  
 

Opportunities 

• Increasing demand for healthier food 
• Home meal delivery 
• Delivery Service 
• Emerging Market 

 

Threats 

• Trend towards healthy eating 
• Local fast food restaurant chains 
• Currency fluctuations 
• Word of mouth referrals 
• Government regulations 
• Substitute products 
• Intense competition 
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Zaxby’s 
 

Zaxby’s is different than the rest of the chicken chains due 
to its unique restaurant style.  They are famous for their plate 
menu items, one of them is called the Chicken Finger Plate, 
which includes Chicken Fingerz, Crinkle Fries, Texas toast, 
Cole slaw and Zax Sauce®. It provides online and in 
restaurant ordering. They have a unique menu in which all 

their foods have a Z in it since the founder of the restaurant chains name is 
Zach. Zaxby is only available in 13 states on the east coast. The first one 
was opened in Statesboro, Georgia. The company is currently one of the 
fastest growing chicken chains in the nation and it is expected to 
continually grow all over the nation.  According to the Nations Chain 
System wide Sales list, Zaxby’s ranked 47 out of 100.  They finished the 
2012-year with annual sales of $979.50 in 2012, $840.00 in 2011, and 
$777.60 in 2010. 
 

Zaxby’s SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

• Unique spices and sauces 
• Valued prices 
• Appealing restaurant appearance 
• Great reputation 
• High traffic areas 

Weakness 

• Less outlets 
• Chicken is not as tasty 
• Reputation is not as high 
• Not fast moving promotions 
• Company has not updated 
• Newer brand 
 

Opportunities 

• Increasing demand for healthier food 
• Home meal delivery 
• Delivery Service 
• Emerging Market 
• Increasing brand recognition 
• Increasing number of franchises 

 

Threats 

• Trend towards healthy eating 
• Local fast food restaurant chains 
• Currency fluctuations 
• Word of mouth referrals 
• Government regulations 
• Substitute products 
• Intense competition 
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Bojangles 

Bojangles was founded in 1977. The founders of 
Bojangles started Bojangles on the dream of developing 
a quick service restaurant chain based on three things 
starting with “a distinctive flavor profile, wholesome, high 
quality products made from scratch and a fun festive 

restaurant design with fast and friendly services”. Like most of the other 
chicken brands Bojangles is know for its biscuits as well as its chicken and is 
made fresh daily. On their website they claim to be the “best breakfast 
biscuits in the industry”. Which is what their logo and motto is: No one does 
breakfast like Bojangles. They are one of the only chicken chains that are 
open all day long for breakfast as well as their lunch and dinner menu.  
Bojangles can be found ranked 50 out of 100 on the Nations Chain System 
wide Sales.  They ended 2012 with annual sales of $864.50, $767.40 in 2011 
and $712.80 in 2010. 

 

Bojangles SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

• Unique spices and sides 
• Valued prices 
• Appealing restaurant appearance 
• Great reputation 
• Serves breakfast 
• Severs breakfast all day 

Weakness 

• Reputation is not as high 
• Cheap reputation 
• Not fast moving promotions 
• Company has not updated 
•  

Opportunities 

• Increasing demand for healthier food 
• Delivery Service 
• Emerging Market 
• Increasing brand recognition 
• Room to expand number of 

franchises 

 

Threats 

• Trend towards healthy eating 
• Local fast food restaurant chains 
• Currency fluctuations 
• Word of mouth referrals 
• Government regulations 
• Substitute products 
• Intense competition 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

Our media plan is a four-step process which consists of setting our 
media objectives in light of marketing and advertising, developing a 
media strategy for implementing media objectives, designing media 
tactics fro realizing media strategy, and proposing procedures for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the media plan.   We will be determining 
which media to use- whether it is television programs, newspapers, bus-
stop posters, in-store displays, banner ads on the Web, or a flyer on 
Facebook.   We will be using this four-step process to select media time 
and space to disseminate adverting messages in order to accomplish 
marketing objectives. 

Instead of just focusing solely on what medium is used for messages 
we will pay attention to how to create and manage brand contact.  This 
perspective shows how our roles as media planners have expanded.  Not 
only will we be utilizing the traditional media, but to integrate new media 
such as satellite radio, B2B e-media, consumer Internet, movie and video 
game advertising and cable/satellite television.  Our group will expand to 
use unplanned messages as well.  This is where we can focus some of our 
budget on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 
Pinterest, and Instagram for example.  These approaches will alter our 
plan in the advertising process.  Spending on newer advertising is growing 
and we wish Chick-fil-A to expand with it. 

 

Creative Problem 
It is important to take risks to create breakthrough advertisements 

that get noticed.  Chick fil-A has taken many risks throughout the years to 
advance their brand.  While seeking for the major idea we were finding 
the inherent drama, using a USP, positioning the creative and creating a 
brand image in the eyes of our consumer through various forms of media.   
Now that we have a budget of $80,000,000, we have to think of what to 
do with it.  The questions we will be answering are to whom, where –
marketing and broad mix, how much, how and when do we do this. 
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Marketing Objective 

Our groups marketing objective is to hold current users while introducing the 
Chick-fil-A brand to new consumers.  We can accomplish this by grabbing users from 
our competition and get our current users to use the brand more.  Chick-fil-A main 
objectives is the brand-task:  Introducing, maintain, stimulate, reposition and to re-
launch.   Through this process we can utilize their creative in many forms of media. 

Chick-fil-A® is set on maintaining its current pace for store growth at 4 to 5 % 
per year. This will give the company a total of 1,752 stores by December 2014. For 
Chick-fil-A, the 2014 marketing objectives are to maintain the current pace of 
growth in sales. The goals for the marketing campaign are to increase sales 15% from 
the 2013 levels. This would take sales from $4,560,000,000 to $5,244,000,000, an 
increase of $ 684,000,000. 

 
Advertising Objective 
Chick-fil-A Advertising – Expenditures 

For the Chick-fil-A® brand, an advertising budget of $80,000,000 is allocated 
for this one-year campaign period beginning January 1, 2014. This is roughly 1.7% of 
Chick-fil-A®’s annual sales. Due to the aggressive marketing programs of 
competitive brands, there will be an even greater emphasis on creative media 
planning, value-added opportunities and cost efficiency. 

Chick-fil-A’s competitive brands in the quick service chicken industry include: 
KFC, Popeye’s Louisiana Kitchen, Zaxby’s, and Bojangles.  Due to the strong 
competition, this brand will have to focus on a creative media plan and cost 
efficiency in order to outshine its competition and increase their total number of 
sales, while maintain their top year growth. 

 

Advertising Direction 

Chick-fil-A® advertising managers have determined that top-of-mind 
awareness of the advertising message is the key indicator of advertising 
effectiveness for the brand. 

Specifically, they want to increase top-of-mind awareness for the Chick-fil-A® 
brand from 60% to 70% in 2014. Through this top-of-mind strategy in mind, our group 
wants to have a higher frequency during QTR 1 and QTR 4 on a year-year basis.  This 
is due to football and the holiday season that will reach our target market more.  
Through this strategy this will result in a wave of high to low and then back to high.  
This would be the key in having Chick-fil-A in the back of their minds when thinking of 
lunch. We are to specifically targeting the 24-45-age category in this media plan. 
This is a core target market for Chick-fil-A overall target segment of 18-65. 
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Target Market 

  Like their competitors, Chick-Fil-A does target comparable markets 
to that of the Quick Service Industry.   Our target consists the 24-45-age 
category in this media plan. This is a wide range target market. This brand 
is not only directing advertisements towards the mothers and millennials 
but the children as well. This business based on family has really tried to 
confine their locations to suburban malls and neighborhoods.   Through 
our secondary research we have come to several conclusions about our 
target market listed below: 

Demographic Profile: 
• 24-55 age range 
• Male and female – Mostly Females 
• Middle-Upper class 
• Income: Midscale 
• Married – Family 
• Homeowner 
• College + Education 

 
Psychographic Profile: 

• Social Media user 
• Environmentally conscious 
• Family oriented - Established 
• Religious 
• Hectic lifestyle 
• Frugal 

 
Geographic Profile: 

• United States 
o Atlanta, Georgia 
o Miami, Florida 
o Dallas, Texas 

• Suburban / rural /urban 
• Residential 
• Retail locations – Malls 
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Media Objectives 
 
Objective 

Chick-Fil-A ranks ninth in the top 100 U.S. chain system wide sales.  
They are breaking into the top ten for the first time.  In 2012, they ranked 
11th in the top 100 U.S. chain system wide sales.  Chick-Fil-A also was the 
third largest growing chicken chains; only beat by Wingstop and Zaxby’s.  
The growth that Chick-Fil-A experienced was 14.22 percent in the 2013 
fiscal year.  The objective of this yearlong marketing plan is to reach our 
target and increase sales through out the United States. 
 
 
Reach and Frequency 
 

The report's data is calculated by estimating the frequency of 
Chick-fil-A’s ads from their current target market.  We will then apply 
it to a full set of impressions to determine their estimated reach. 
Reach refers to the total number of households that will be exposed 
to the message through the media vehicles over our yearlong 
period.  We are using this reach to improve the image of the 
company and create new awareness. We are going to measure the 
accumulation of our audience over our 2014 yearlong period of 
time.  Because reach is always defined for a certain period of time, 
the number of audience member exposure will increase over time. 
The frequency is the average number of times our consumer was 
exposed to our media vehicles.  The repetition of the same message 
is to promote interest and desire for the product on a continuous 
basis.  High frequency in Chick-fil-A will happen when the message is 
not easy to remember, when the product or brand differentiation is 
low from that competitor, or when our competitor is using higher 
frequency to reach the same target we are trying to reach. 
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2014 National Monthly Breakdown – Reach/Frequency/GRP 
 
 Reach Frequency GRP 
January 80 7 560 
February 95 3 285 
March 70 4 280 
April 80 6 480 
May 85 7 595 
June 65 8 520 
July 60 9 540 
August 80 5 400 
September 85 6 510 
October 80 7 560 
November 90 7 630 
December 90 8 720 
 
 
Monthly Breakdown Reasoning 
 
January – This brand is highly involved with sponsorships for the NCAA and 
specifically the “chick-fil-A” Bowl.  We will have a high presence in 
television and events during this season explaining why the frequency 
level is so high. Consumers throw football parties and have catering for 
finger foods. 
 
February- This month is one of the most uneventful in the QRS industry.  The 
only holiday is Valentines Day and this brand does not offer any specials.  
Most of our target markets will be eating at high-end restaurants for this 
month. 
 
March- This month is mostly uneventful.  Customers are getting off that 
Holiday shopping trying to pay bills.  The weather is not as nice quite yet. 
 
April – Easter is during this month and majority of our target marketing will 
be spending their time with their families.  This brand is also a religious QSR 
and will be promoting more of the “True reason” being this holiday. 
 
May- The reach for this month is in the medium range due to Memorial 
Day weekend and the middle of spring – Mayflowers.  Our target market is 
attending more social gatherings and will need some finger foods for 
those cookouts. 
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June- Beginning of summer vacation and most of the target market is 
taking advantage of that vacation.  Warmer weather is bringing out the 
cookouts. 
 
July- Continuing into summer vacation and the 4th of July everyone will be 
having cookouts and need a variety of finger foods. Many festivals and 
fairs will be taking place and Chick-fil-a will be an active participant. 
 
August-  Back to school shopping will be our target market into the retail 
and suburban areas.  This means more traffic to designated areas for 
Chick-fil-A.  This is also the start of college football season. 
 
September- Everyone is in school – college towns have many Chick-fil-A 
franchises on their campus.  Tailgating is big during this month along with 
the sponsorship for College football.  Labor Day is during this month and 
everyone is taking advantage of the last month of warmer weather. 
 
October-   Halloween is the main focus for this month and most of the 
targets focus is on this day.  There is still some football going on so 
tailgating is continuing. 
 
November- Due to Thanksgiving and Black Friday the retail locations will 
be busy.  Customer’s will be eating on the go and getting their shopping 
started.  Some of our target marketing will need to pick up a quick dinner. 
 
December- Due to Christmas and heavy holiday shopping the retail 
locations will be busy.  Customers will be eating on the go.  Our target 
market can be last min shoppers and will be in a hurry. 
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2014 Quarterly Breakdown 
 
Quarter 1 
 Reach Frequency GRP 
January 80 9 720 
February 95 3 285 
March 70 4 280 
Monthly Average 81 5 428 
 

• We chose these numbers based on Football season and the buzz it will bring Chick-
fil-A.  We want to focus our attention more on the month of January more than 
February and March due to more events in the first of the year. 

 
Quarter 2 
 Reach Frequency GRP 
April 80 6 480 
May 85 7 595 
June 65 8 520 
Monthly Average 77 7 532 
 
• During quarter two we have a lower reach due to a quarter that is less 

eventful quarter than that of quarter 1, quarter 3 and quarter 4.  We do 
want to target April a little more due to Easter and Chick-fil-A being a more 
religious valued brand. 

 
Quarter 3 
 Reach Frequency GRP 
July 60 9 540 
August 80 5 400 
September 85 6 510 
Monthly Average 75 7 483 
 
• Quarter three will be a very good month.  Due to the 4th of July, the start of 

school and the beginning of football season we will have a high reach and 
frequency.  This is why we have higher numbers during this quarter. 

 
Quarter 4 
 Reach Frequency GRP 
October 80 7 560 
November 90 7 630 
December 90 8 720 
Monthly Average 93 22 636 
 
• The final quarter of 2014 has a higher reach and a high frequency.  These months 

are crucial in football season and Holidays.  You have Thanksgiving, Christmas, and 
bowl games during these months and we want to take advantage of everything. 
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2014 Spot Monthly Breakdown – Reach/Frequency/GRP 
 

 Reach Frequency (AD) GRP 
January 90 7 70 
February 0 0 0 

March 0 0 0 
April 85 7 115 
May 0 0 0 
June 0 0 0 
July 70 8 20 

August 70 6 20 
September 75 8 90 

October 80 6 560 
November 90 8 90 
December 95 9 135 

 
Monthly Breakdown Reasoning 
 
January – This brand is highly involved with sponsorships for the NCAA and 
specifically the “chick-fil-A” Bowl.  We will have a high presence in television 
and events during this season explaining why the frequency level is so high. 
Consumers throw football parties and have catering for finger foods. Due to 
the Chick-fil-A Bowl game at the end of December, the champions will be 
discussed for the next few weeks. This is one of the key months for the brand 
resulting in our reach and frequency numbers. 
 
February- This month is one of the most uneventful in the QRS industry.  We 
feel that the loyal customers will be visiting these locations and the national 
will cover this local market. 
 
March- This month is mostly uneventful.  Customers are getting off that 
Holiday shopping trying to pay bills.  The weather is not as nice quite yet.  Our 
national advertising will cover the local level. 
 
April – Easter is during this month and majority of our target marketing will be 
spending their time with their families.  This brand is also a religious QSR and 
will be promoting more of the “True reason” being this holiday. This will reach 
local level due to many travelers during this time. 
 
May- The reach for this month is in the medium range due to Memorial Day 
weekend and the middle of spring – Mayflowers.  Our target market is 
attending more social gatherings and will need some finger foods for those 
cookouts. The national advertising will meet our target at the national levels. 
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June- Beginning of summer vacation and most of the target market is taking 
advantage of that vacation.  Warmer weather is bringing out the cookouts.  
Many of our target market will be taking vacations and looking at more 
travel and upscale restaurant advertisements. 
 
July- Continuing into summer vacation and the 4th of July everyone will be 
having cookouts and need a variety of finger foods. Many festivals and fairs 
will be taking place and Chick-fil-a will be an active participant.  We will 
have a higher concentration at the local level due to the 4th of July holiday 
season. 
 
August-  Back to school shopping will be our target market into the retail and 
suburban areas.  This means more traffic to designated areas for Chick-fil-A.  
This is also the start of college football season. There will be heavy traffic due 
to the major Universities at our targeted locations: SMU, University of Miami, 
and Georgia Tech.  This will potentially bring students and travelers into these 
towns. 
 
September- Everyone is in school – college towns have many Chick-fil-A 
franchises on their campus.  Tailgating is big during this month along with the 
sponsorship for College football.  Labor Day is during this month and 
everyone is taking advantage of the last month of warmer weather. These 
events will potentially bring students and travelers into these towns. 
 
October-   Halloween is the main focus for this month and most of the targets 
focus is on this day.  There is still some football going on so tailgating is 
continuing. Like August and September, many students and travelers will be 
coming into these towns. 
 
November- Due to Thanksgiving and Black Friday the retail locations will be 
busy.  Customer’s will be eating on the go and getting their shopping started.  
Some of our target marketing will need to pick up a quick dinner.  Many 
travelers will be coming into our specified areas to visit family and get their 
holiday shopping complete.  Also consumers will be traveling into town for 
that major end of the season football games. 
 
December- Due to Christmas and heavy holiday shopping the retail 
locations will be busy.  Customers will be eating on the go.  Our target market 
can be last min shoppers and will be in a hurry.  There are several Football 
bowl games that all take place during this month including the Chick-fil-A 
Bowl, Russell Athletic Bowl in Florida, Texas Bowl in Huston, TX, Bell Helicopter 
Armed Forces Bowl in Fort Worth, TX and Heart of Dallas Bowl in Dallas, TX for 
example. 
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STRATEGIES AND TACTICS 
 
Television 

A large portion of our budget will be spent on television advertising.  
This is due to the ability to maximize the reach of a commercial message 
and provides the opportunity for your potential customers to visually 
understand your service or product. With a pulsing schedule for 2014, the 
major television advertising months will consist of January, February, 
August, September, October, November and December.  Those are the 
months that will have a higher reach so we will have a greater focus to 
our target market. With back to school, a Football season, of new fall 
shows, the holiday season, and the beginning of nice warm weather.  
Our group has decided to utilize the several networks to reach our target 
market.  We will also negotiate a media mix for stations and shows who 
have activities online. 

Chick-fil-A will have message complexity, uniqueness and variation 
in order to increase our frequency in our television advertisements.  Due 
to clutter and attentiveness of the consumer we will have control on our 
repeat exposers and the number of ads during a given spot.   The 
advantage of this type of broadcast media is that we will have mass 
coverage, high reach, impact of sight, sound and motion, a high 
prestige, low cost per exposure, and ads will be attention getting while 
being memorable.  The disadvantage of television advertising is low 
selectivity, a short message life, high absolute cost, high production 
costs, and clutter.   Our budget will take timing and seasonality into 
consideration when choosing what networks to air our advertisements.  
A few of the Networks we chose were based on what our target market 
would be most likely to watch.  Here are a few our choices listed below: 
 

Tactics 
o AMC- “American Movie Classics”:  This station is focused on 

theatrically released movies and original programing. This is one 
of the top rating network stations in 2013 with shows like 
Breaking Bad, Mad Men, and the Walking Dead.  With the rise 
of this network station we believe that Chick-fil-A will be able to 
reach our target audience of those in the 24-55-age range 
though various ads during these acclaimed programs. 
 
ABC Family – Family oriented station East and West station in 
HD.  This network offers contemporary family oriented 
programming, aimed at a wide audience.  They focus on 
featured series and movies aimed at younger children. This will 
allow Chick-fil-A to showcase to the families and reaching our 
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market of ages 24-55.  We would advertise twice daily during 
prime time hours of 8-11pm during shows like Pretty Little Liars, 
The Fosters, and Switched at Birth.  We were thinking of heavily 
target the spots during original movies, the 25 days of 
Christmas, Christmas in July, and 13 Nights of Halloween. 
 

o ESPN “Entertainment and Sports Programing Network”: This is a 
US based global cable and satellite television channel.  Their 
network offices operate in FL, NC, and CA, which would give 
Chick-fil-A the advantage since those are the top states where 
Chick-fil-A restaurants are located.  This is a great station to 
advertise with in reaching our target market of 24-55 males.  
Chick-fil-A sponsors many of the football bowl games, which 
are aired on this particular network.  Our commercials will air in 
adjacent to Sports Center, College Gameday, Monday Night 
Countdown, Sports Nation and Mike and Mike in the Morning. 

 
o Fox: This broadcast network provides a schedule of fifteen 

hours of prime time television that targets a wide variety of 
target markets.  With the ratings of Fox’s popular shows 
declining we do not want to focus on this network as much as 
the rest.  We do want to advertise during the Prime time hours 
during shows such as: American Idol, Glee, New Girl, Bones, 
and Sleepy Hollow.  Since Fox is associated with football Chick-
fil-A should be shown during these college and NFL games, 
events as well. 

 
o Hallmark:  This network is based on Faith and Vales.  Their 

station is a mix of television movies, syndicated series, lifestyle 
shows and ministries all aimed at a family audience.  Since 
Chick-fil-A shares many of the same values we believe that 
they will help us reach our target market of 24-55 aged females 
through many of their valued programs.  We would advertise 
during shows such as: Hallmark Hall of Fame and their original 
movies. 

 
o Lifetime: This channel features programing targeted towards 

females and features women in lead roles.  This newly 
acclaimed channel will provide us the right spots to reach our 
female target market such as mothers and families.  We would 
run spots daily during original lifetime movies and programs 
such as: Drop Dead Diva, Army Wives, and Devious Maids. 
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BROADCAST NETWORKS 
o ABC – “American Broadcasting Company”: This is a 

commercial broadcast television network that provides a 
schedule of 86 regular weekly hours of programing.  The 
network provides at least 22 hours of prime time programing 
from 8-11pm; which will allow Chick-fil-A to reach a large 
audience hitting our target market.  During the peak months 
from August to January, this network provides sports 
programing in which Chick-fil-A sponsors and is affiliated with. 
This will connect the product with the brand affiliates. We will 
make sure that the ads will air not only during the football 
games but the special programs such as the Disney Parks 
Christmas Day Parade, Country Music Association Awards, 
CMA Music Festival, and New Years Rockin’ Eve.  We would 
also like to focus our advertising on shows such as Agents of 
S.H.I.E.L.D, Modern Family, Revenge, and Castle. 
 

o CBS- “Columbia Broadcasting Corporation”:  Like its 
competition ABC, they provide a schedule of 87.5 regular 
weekly hours of network programing during prime time from 8-
11pm.  Daytime programing is provided from 10am-3pm daily.  
We will be reaching our target market through the prime time 
spots during shows such as:  Hawaii Five-O, the Mentalist, How I 
Met Your Mother, and the Big Band Theory.  We will also be 
focusing on the specials such as the Emmys, Dr. Seuss How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, 
Rankin/Bass studio productions, and Charlie Brown holiday 
specials 

 
 

o NBC- National Broadcasting Company:  This network station 
offers a schedule of 87 regular weekly hours of programing.  
Twenty-two of those hours are for prime time programing from 
8-11pm.  Like their other competitors, ABC and CBS, they offer 
an arrangement of programs that target a various amount of 
target markets.  We wish to utilize their network during this prime 
time hour and special programs throughout the year.  We wish 
to advertise during the Golden Globes, Emmy’s, Miss Universe, 
and Sport events.  Our group would like to focus on the 
following programs such as:  The Blacklist, Revolution, Grimm, 
and the Voice. 
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Outdoor 
Another portion of our budget for Chick-fil-A is for outdoor 

advertising.  This consists of billboards, public transit, nationwide.  Our 
target market will be observing this type of advertising while traveling, 
commuting to work, running errands, or even on a leisurely drive.  Chick-
fil-A’s outdoor ads will be placed in high traffic areas in urban and 
suburban areas Nation wide.  We will be utilizing outdoor advertising 
during our peak months of January, February, August, September, 
October, November and December. These are the months that will have 
a higher reach so we will have a greater focus to our target market.  This 
is due to back to school, Football season, the Holidays season, and the 
beginning of nice warm weather.  We want our target market to have 
Chick-fil-A in the back of their minds during their holiday shopping, 
running errands, school lunch, football tailgate parties, and the start of 
cookout season. 

Our group was thinking of using transit advertising in the high 
trafficked areas where people are utilizing and walking more in these 
locations.  We think that the Chick-fil-A transit advertising would work 
very well and have a high frequency and reach in these locations.  The 
target market will be reached close to the point of purchase.  As for the 
interstates we want to take advantage of the highly used and popular 
interstates for travel and commuting to shopping and work.  We want 
chick-fil-A to be in their mindset while getting hungry for lunch, needing 
a break from a long drive or grabbing a quick dinner before going 
home.  These outdoor ads will be placed within a 10-20 mile radius for 
point of purchase.  We will be looking for a 50-reach showing. 
Advantages of outdoor advertising is that it is location specific, they 
have high resolution and it is easily noticed.  Some disadvantages are 
the short exposure time requires a short ad, poor images, sometimes-
poor messages, and local restrictions.  Our budget will take location and 
seasonality into consideration based on our target market as listed 
below: 

 
Tactics 

Transit systems (buses, trains, subways) 
-‐ Texas – This state has the highest number of quick service Chick-

fil-A restaurants consisting of 280.  Texas has four main cities that 
hold the most Chick-fil-A restaurants and we feel like this will be 
an asset to the 2014 campaign.  There are roughly 40 in San 
Antonio, 50 around Austin, 50 around Dallas / Fort Worth and 55 
around Huston.  Interstates 20, 45, and 35 will bring several 
individuals through Texas allowing us to reach our target market. 
(Figure D) 
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Georgia – This particular state has at least 203 Chick-fil-A 
restaurants throughout its state.  Atlanta is the main city that has 
roughly 100 qsr’s in the surrounding areas.  Interstates 20, 85, and 
75 run through this location as well at routes 23, 29, 278, and 78 
brining many individuals through this state.  This area will be a 
wonderful area to place our outdoor advertising and reaching 
our target market. (Figure E) 
 
Florida- The state of Florida has roughly 169 Chick-fil-A 
restaurants throughout the state.  After doing some research, we 
believe that Tampa who has about 15 restaurants and Orlando 
who has 30 would be good candidates for reaching our target 
market.  Having Interstate 95 running through this state will also 
be a great tool in reaching our target market as well.  (Figure F) 
 
North Carolina – There are at least 145 Chick-fil-A restaurants in 
this state.  We would like to use the transit systems in Greensboro 
that has at least 20 QSR’s in the area, Charlotte – having at least 
40, Raleigh – at least 25 and in Wilmington who has roughly 10 
QSR’s.   This state is one of the highest amount of Chick-fil-A’s in 
the United States therefore we thought that we would reach our 
target market and convert them to loyal consumers of this 
brand. (Figure G) 
 
California – Through some research we found that this state 
contains 65 QSR of Chick-fil-A.  We believe that advertising in the 
Los Angeles area that has at least 45 restaurants will help us 
reach our target market.  One of our reasoning’s would be that 
interstate 15 runs through LA including interstate 5 that are two of 
the most high traffic areas.  (Figure H) 

 
Why we didn’t choose to do the more obvious choices: 

-‐ - Washington DC:  Metro – This would be a great place but since 
there is only 1 QSR we thought we should focus our attention to 
other areas.  We would still like to have at least one 
advertisement since this is an area where people from all over 
the world travel.  Our group would like to fit this into the budget 
but it is not our main location selection. 
 

-‐ New York, New York: Subway - This would be a great place but 
since there is only 1 QSR we thought we should focus our 
attention to other areas. We would still like to have at least one 
advertisement since this is an area where people from all over 
the world visit during the year, especially holidays.  Our group 
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would like to fit this into the budget but it is not our main location 
selection. 
 

-‐ Boston, MA: This would also be a great high traffic area but they 
only have 2 QSR’s in the whole sate.  We want to focus our 
attention on other areas. 

 
 
Billboards 

-‐ Interstate 95:  This connects Fort Lauderdale, FL, Washington DC, 
Baltimore, MD, and New York City. It covers approximately 2000 
miles crossing through 15 states.   This will help reach our target 
market through travel from Southern cities to Northern cities, 
commuters to work and shopping needs. 
 

-‐ Interstate 90:  This interstate runs from the West coast to the East 
coast on the Northern part of the United States.  There are 
several states that it runs through that have Chick-fil-A 
restaurants that our target market will be able to see. 
 

-‐ Interstate 15:  This connects Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and Salt 
Lake City to the Canadian border.  This Interstate goes from 
North to south allowing our target market on the West coast to 
be influenced by our Chick-fil-A outdoor advertisements along 
this interstate. 
 

-‐ Interstate 40:  This interstate leads from the East coast to the West 
coast on the western most parts of the United Sates.  There are 
several Chick-fil-A restaurants along this drive.  It runs through 
many of the top states that have Chick-fil-A restaurants.  This 
would be one of the best places to catch our target market on 
the go.



Print 
 

Newspaper 
The advantage of newspapers are the high coverage, low cost, 
short lead time for placing ads, ads can be place in interest 
sections, timely, reader controls the exposure, and it can be 
used for coupons.  The disadvantages are short life, clutter, low 
attention-getting capabilities, poor reproduction quality, and 
selective reader exposure. 

Tactics 
Cities 

-‐ Raleigh, NC:  We will use The News & Observer.  It has a 
Sunday circulation of 179,214 and on Monday – 
Saturday an average of over 123,000 readers.  Raleigh is 
a good city to pick because it is in the top 10 cities that 
spend the most money on fast food.  It is also a good 
city to pick because it is close to Charlotte, NC.  A lot of 
media is shared between these two large cities. 
 

-‐ Dallas, TX:  The Dallas Morning News will be the paper of 
choice in Dallas; which on many lists is the city that 
spends the most of fast food.  Dallas is also connected to 
Fort Worth another lager market area. 
 

-‐ Miami, FL:  Miami Herald and el Nuevo Herald 
newspapers reach one million adults in the market on a 
given Sunday.  It is a great newspaper to buy in because 
it covers a lot of southern Florida.  And it is another great 
two-city market like Dallas and Raleigh.  The Miami 
Herald readership is represented in the chart below. 

Median age 47.8 
College graduate + 30% 
Professional / service 
occupation 40% 

Avg. household income $78,895 
Married 47% 
Homeowner 66% 
White non-Hispanic 26% 
Black non-Hispanic / Other 14% 
Hispanics 56% 

  
-‐ Los Angeles, CA:  Los Angeles Times it has a daily 

readership of 1.5 million and Sunday readership of 2.6 
million.  It also has a daily circulation of 672,000 and 
Sunday circulation 964,000.  This with will help with a west 
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coast movement of Chick-fil-a and the stores that are 
already open in California. 

National: 
- USA Today: This would be the only national Newspaper we 

would use.  They have a Monday – Friday of 1,424,406 
circulation and a daily readership of more than 3 million.  
USA Today is a great place to get to more national targets 
of males and females ages 34-55.  It is one of the most read 
papers in the United States.  It also has the option of 
sections that are bought regionally. 

 
 
Direct Mail 

Our group will be using direct mail in the cities that have many Chick-
fil-A’s in the surrounding areas such as Dallas and Austin Texas, Atlanta 
Georgia, Miami and Orlando Florida, Arlington and Richmond Virginia, 
and Charlotte and Raleigh North Carolina.   Advantages of direct mail 
are the high selectivity, reader controls exposure, high information 
content, and opportunities for repeat exposures.  The disadvantages are 
the high cost of contact, poor images, poor perception of junk mail, and 
mail clutter. 

Tactics 
Regional – Targeted area 

-‐ Tactics Regional:  Focusing on the southeastern and 
southern states following along with our outdoor buying 
plans.  Making sure to hit these states: Texas, Florida, 
Georgia, and North Carolina.  The only western state we 
would go after in direct mail would be California.  We 
would send coupons to target consumers in these states 
in order to have them spend their money at Chick-fil-a. 
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Radio 

Radio is one of the best ways to reach a large target audience in a 
short matter of time in particular areas.  We have decided to reach our 
largest cities broadcasting stations within areas that have several Chick-fil-
A restaurants. The group has also taken national broadcasting into 
consideration as well.  By this we want to utilize the online radio options to 
reach a larger group of males and females within the age group of 24-55. 
The advantages of radio advertising are local coverage, low cost, high 
frequency, being flexible, low production costs, and well-segmented 
audiences.  The disadvantages of this are that it is audio only, lots of 
clutter, low attention getting, and fleeting messages. 
 
National broadcasting (Online Radio) 

Pandora: Pandora is a music recommendation service that can 
be accessed through several media streaming devices. This 
service has over 150 million users and has plenty of opportunity 
for advertisement. If you don’t pay for the Pandora Plus than 
you’re forced to listen to an advertisement every couple of 
songs. It targets 24-35 year old men and women who are music 
lovers and on the go. It would be hard to target a specific 
demographic that would be chick- fil- A customers based off 
music but it’s still an outlet that would reach a large audience. 
 
Spotify: This is a commercial music streaming service that gives 
the option of a paid or free service.  This up and coming new 
way of listening to music is a great way for Chick-fil-A to get 
their name out there to at least 2.5 millions of users. This service 
is used all over the United States and would be a great way to 
hit our target market of males and females 25-55. 
 

Broadcast Online Radio service we chose not to utilize: 
Sirius XM Radio- This is an American broadcasting company 

that provides Satellite Radio services.  We have chosen not to 
use this company due to the fact that they are a commercial 
free organization.  This would be pointless since there is no spot 
advertising. 

 
 
Local broadcasting. 

-‐ Raleigh, NC:  We will use WPAW FM 93.1, which is number 
2 in North Carolina’s most listened to radio station.  It is a 
country-formatted station.  The other station we will use 
in this area would be WQMG FM 97.1, which is number 3 
in North Carolina’s most listened to radio station.  It is 
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Urban Contemporary so we can go after targets that do 
not listen to a country formatted station. 
 

-‐ Dallas, TX:  KHKS-FM 106.1 Kiss FM ranks number 9 in the 
Top 40 U.S. radio stations.  We will also use KPLX-FM 99.5 
The Wolf, which is the nation’s second largest country 
formatted station. This will hit our target market of males 
and females from 24-55. 
 

-‐ Miami, FL:  WPOW-FM Power 96 it has 1,190,400 unique 
visitors per month.  It is a younger targeted market 
station consisting of ages from 25-35.  We will also use 
WXDJ-FM- EL Zol 95.7 with 533,500 unique visitors per 
month.  It is the largest Spanish speaking radio station in 
Miami, which has a huge cultural influence in this area. 

 
 

-‐ Los Angeles, CA:  The stations we would use would be 
102.7 KIISFM it is targeted at a younger market.  102.7 
KIISFM has 172,069 unique visitors per month.  102.7 KIIS-
FM ranks number 2 in Top 40 U.S. radio Stations.  We will 
also be using KPWR-FM 105.9it has 113,652 unique visitors 
per month.  KPWR-FM 105.9 is a Hip-Hop station, which 
attracts younger listeners from ages 24-35. 
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Online 

Our group will not be budgeting for this specific type of advertising 
but we want to use it to our advantage.  Our target market of 24-55 males 
and females is a frequent user of online social media sites.  This ranges 
from Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest.  Each of these allows individuals to 
interact with companies, brands and one another. Advantages of online 
interactive media are that the user selects product information, the 
amount of user attention and involvement, having an interactive 
relationship, a direct selling potential, a flexible message platform and 
high to medium users.  The disadvantages are limited creative 
capabilities, web snarl, technology limitations, few valid measurement 
techniques, and a limited reach. 
 
 
Social Media Tactics: 

 
Facebook- This social media outlet is rapidly becoming an older 
demographic. With over 500 million people actively using Facebook 
it’s really important for this web page to be a place where 
customers can voice any concerns, questions, complaints, or praise. 
The site has 7,270,237 people following them and over 80 thousand 
people talking about them. Chick-fil-A is actively using the site and 
just recently did a $ 1 donation for every “thanks” to the Wounded 
Warrior Project in partnership with Heinz. They have the menu on the 
homepage as well as a store locator and an about us page. 
Facebook is a great way to keep the customer updated with 
anything from limited time only offers to contests and discounts. It’s 
the largest platform we have in terms of social media. 

 
 

Twitter- Twitter is another main focus in terms of Social Media. The 
site has 313,655 followers. Twitter is becoming many companies go 
to place to satisfy unhappy customers. Voice your unpleasant 
experience and tag Chick-fil-A and you might just get a response in 
hopes to keep you as a loyal customer. They recently posted that a 
new restaurant in Maryland was opening and the first 100 people 
there get free meals for a year! That’s a great way to get a buzz 
and have people lined up around the block. They like to keep the 
page positive and are usually “retweeting” satisfied customers. 

 
StumbleUpon-  StumbleUpon is an up-and-coming social media 
outlet that already has over 8 million users. Having delicious pictures 
of our menu will get mouths watering and craving Chick-fil-A. 40% of 
the users are between 18&34 years old and 55% are 35 and above. 
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It’s easy to use and many of its content are just pictures which is all 
we’ll need to show off our famous chicken sandwich. The user can 
pick a variety of subjects they want to look at; Everything from 
nature, cars, sports, art, and of course where we’ll be located, 

food. 
 
Instagram- Already has over 150 million users and it’s only been 
around for three years. It was just bought by Facebook in 2012 for $1 
billion. Chick-fil- A does in fact have an Instagram and has 30 
thousand followers. Pretty impressive for it just being pictures. Similar 
to StumbleUpon, Instagram is primarily visual. They just recently 
added the capability to do videos which Chick-fil-A took 
advantage of by posting a pumpkin with the logo carved in it on 
Halloween. The demographic is primarily 18-29 year olds. 13% of 
Internet users with social media have an Instagram. 

 
Pinterest- Targeted primarily at women under the age of 50 looking 
for inspiration in fields such as, crafts, interior decorating, weddings, 
and food. 15% of social media users have a Pinterest where they 
can share with their friends and “pin” it on their wall. Women are 
five times more likely to have a Pinterest than men. It attracts higher 
educated, affluent women. Chick-fil-A does have a Pinterest but 
they only have 1,600 followers so it needs to expand its range. 

 
Why we aren’t choosing Myspace- With the redevelopment of 
Myspace as a place for music, we feel it wouldn’t be a good place 
to advertise and would be difficult to target our demographic. Due 
to the decline in ratings for the site it would be a waste of time, 
money, and effort to utilize this. 

 
 
 

Search Optimization 
-‐ This process affects the visibility of a website in search engine, 

which causes the site to appear more frequently in the search 
result list.  As an Internet marketing strategy, this will take what 
people search for, the actual search terms or keywords typed 
into search engines and their target audiences into 
consideration.  Our group would like to utilize Google Ad words 
and Google analytics to maintain and control what words and 
phrases we want to regulate.   This will help us reach our target 
audience of 24-55 males and females in the United Sates who 
are looking for Chick-fil-A, the chicken sandwich, chicken 
nuggets, etc. as examples.  We will be able to create more 
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traffic to the Chick-fil-A webpage and convert these searchers 
to the quick service restaurants. 
 

-‐ We will also have the website developers partner with the 
copywriters of the site add in ad words that will bring the 
searches to the website.  By adding a couple more words such 
as: Chick-fil-A, chicken, chicken sandwich,  “The chicken 
Sandwich,” chicken nuggets, and spicy chicken sandwich.  By 
added these words more frequently in phrases our target 
market of females and males. 

 
 
 
 
Specialty Advertising 
Guerilla Advertising 

This is a method where there is an unconventional system of 
promotions that relies on timing, energy and imagination.  It is the 
very creative side of a low cost strategy that involves graffiti, flash 
mobs, and odd product placement.  Each one is an unexpected 
and interactive method, targeting consumer in a certain area in 
surprising places. We want to create a unique engaging idea that 
will generate buzz and turn viral. 

-‐  
-‐ Idea 1: We would let cows loose in a certain restricted 

areas around Chick-fil-A restaurants in cities such as 
Texas, Georgia and North Carolina with the Chick-fil-A 
logo tagged on them.  No animals will be harmed in the 
production of this operation. 
 

-‐ Idea 2: we want to hand out rubber eggs, bouncy balls, 
with the Chick-fil-A logo stamped on the side. This could 
be handed out at sporting events. 

 
-‐ Idea 3:  The Chick-fil-A cows will show up at random 

cities such as Atlanta, GA, Miami, FL, and Los Angeles, 
CA for example and hand out sandwiches.  This will be 
surprising and hopefully create buzz. 

 
-‐ Idea 4: We will use wait marketing in waiting rooms at Dr. 

Offices and Hospitals where our target market of males 
and females will not expect to see this communication. 
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Promotional Advertising 

Our group will be using promotional advertising as a tool to attract 
interest in the Chick-fil-A product to our target market by offering 
consumers an additional incentive to make a purchase.   We could offer 
promotional gifts or giveaways to establish a greater customer loyalty and 
keep our target coming back after our campaign is completed for the 
2014 year.  In making them feel like they are receiving a great product for 
doing nothing should catch their eye and get them in the door.  
Promotional advertising will help support the initial advertising of our 
products by adding another incentive to give the products a try.  We do 
not necessary want to give away gifts with the Chick-fil-A logo on them 
such as water bottles, desk calendars, hats or t-shirts as that is very cliché. 
 
-‐ Idea 1: 

o Chick-fil-A could start dispensing a points or rewards card for 
loyal customers.  A customer will earn points for certain items 
purchased and offer a free sandwich, side or drink for hitting 
these points.  This will encourage customers to visit as many 
times as it takes to reach their free items via point system.  
They are buying items but eventually receiving a reward for 
becoming so loyal. 

-‐ Idea 2: 
o Since this is a social world we live in, we can offer an exclusive 

deal for our twitter and Facebook followers.  This will get the 
target audience to become fans and followers and get 
involved in the conversation.  There can be several contests 
for “New” Fans to get more followers and people involved. 

-‐ Idea3: 
o Chick-fil-A could offer a sweepstakes to another country trip 

such as Europe or Mexico.  This would attract people to come 
in and get a type of code by purchasing a sandwich.  This 
would attract people to purchase the product and get 
something in return for doing very little.  It would help create 
brand loyalty. 

-‐ Idea 4 
o Since they sponsor many of the football games and bowls 

Chick-fil-A could hold a contest for the best tailgate party 
with the use of Chick-fil-A products.  The consumers would 
post their best tailgating photos on Instagram and Facebook 
and the best three would win a full tailgating party hosted by 
Chick-fil-A. - 
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2014 YEAR AT A GLANCE 
  

 

Reach Avg Freq GRPS $(000) 
Goal Est. Goal Est. Goal Est. Balance Goal Est. Balance 

January 90 93.7 7 9 630 840 -210 6661.6 6658.6 3.1 
February 95 86.5 3 8 285 694 -408 3013.6 3012.4 1.2 
March 70 82.8 4 5.5 280 459 -179 2960.7 2958.4 2.4 
April 85 91.9 7 8.4 595 769 -174 6291.5 6288.3 3.3 
May 85 92.5 7 8 595 743 -147 6291.5 6290.5 1 
June 65 90.9 8 8 520 723 -202 5498.5 5494.2 4.3 
July 70 92.4 8 9.7 560 899 -338 5921.5 5917.9 3.5 
August 70 88.6 6 8.8 420 779 -358 4441.1 4440.9 0.1 
September 75 92.7 8 9.8 600 912 -311 6344.4 6344.3 0.1 
October 80 90.6 7 8.4 560 762 -202 5921.5 5919.4 2.1 
November 90 92.2 8 9.4 720 863 -142 7613.3 7612.7 0.6 
December 95 94.4 9 8.8 855 833 22 9040.8 9040 0.8 
Total 

    
6620 9276 0 70000 69977.468 22.532 

National Contingency $(000): 8,000 
Spot Contingency $(000): 2,000 
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MONTHLY BUYING GRAPHS 
 
 

December 
Target Demo: All Adults ages 25-49 National Univ (000):102559 Spot Univ (000):6365 
Medium Covg. Unit GRPs CPP CPM Total Cost 
Net TV-E Morning NATL :30 45 15862 15.47 713790 
Net TV-Early News NATL :30 20 17921 17.47 358420 
Net TV-Prime NATL :30 30 31548 30.76 946440 
Net TV-Sports NATL :30 50 39045 38.07 1952250 
Net Cable-Daytime NATL :30 65 4818 4.7 313170 
Net Cable-Prime NATL :30 35 22136 21.58 774760 
Net Radio-Morning Drive NATL :60 100 3943 3.84 394300 
Net Radio-Daytime NATL :60 100 4450 4.34 445000 
Net Radio-Evening Drive NATL :60 142 3801 3.71 539742 
Net Radio-Nightime NATL :60 59 3939 3.84 232401 
Magazines-Men’s NATL FPG 4C 40 28972 28.25 1158880 
Magazines-Women’s NATL HPG B&W 20 9317 9.08 186340 
Magazines-General Interest NATL HPG B&W 29 7555 7.37 219095 
National Newspapers NATL FPG B&W 5 69467 67.73 347335 
Internet-Trgtd Sites NATL Banner 3 23650 23.06 70950 
National Totals 

  
743 11646 11.36 8652873 

       Spot TV-Prime SPOT :30 40 3316 52.1 132640 
Spot Cable SPOT :30 41 1755 27.57 71955 
Spot Radio-Evening Drive SPOT :60 9 886 13.92 7974 
Outdoor SPOT 50 Show 1343 174582 2.04 234463626 
Spot Totals 

  
1433 270 4.24 387151 

       Total Plan 
  

831.9346132 10866 10.6 9040024 
Note: CPM based on media that contribute both cost and GRPs; For Total Plan, Spot GRPs are weighted to %US coverage 
before calculations. 
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MONTHLY BUYING GRAPHS CONT… 

September 
Target Demo: All Adults ages 25-49 Natlonal Univ (000):102559 Spot Univ (000):6365 
Medium Covg. Unit GRPs CPP CPM Total Cost 
Net TV-E Morning NATL :30 10 15862 15.47 158620 
Net TV-Daytime NATL :30 15 36295 35.39 544425 
Net TV-Early News NATL :30 3 17921 17.47 53763 
Net TV-Sports NATL :30 8 39045 38.07 312360 
Net Cable-E Fringe NATL :30 22 9595 9.36 211090 
Net Cable-Prime NATL :30 50 22136 21.58 1106800 
Net Cable-L Fringe NATL :30 30 9147 8.92 274410 
National Syndication NATL :30 20 21057 20.53 421140 
Net Radio-Morning Drive NATL :60 200 3943 3.84 788600 
Net Radio-Daytime NATL :60 100 4450 4.34 445000 
Net Radio-Evening Drive NATL :60 200 3801 3.71 760200 
Net Radio-Night time NATL :60 100 3939 3.84 393900 
National Totals 

  
758 7217 7.04 5470308 

       Spot Radio-Morning Drive SPOT :60 20 753 11.83 15060 
Spot Radio-Daytime SPOT :60 10 898 14.11 8980 
Spot Radio-Evening Drive SPOT :60 120 886 13.92 106320 
Newspapers (40% HH Cvg) SPOT FPG BW 179 185904 65.27 33276816 
Spot Totals 

  
329 2656 41.74 873976 

       Total Plan 
  

778.4183446 8150 7.95 6344284 
Note: CPM based on media that contribute both cost and GRPs; For Total Plan, Spot GRPs are weighted 
to %US coverage before calculations. 
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MEDIA FLOW CHART 
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CONCLUSION 

Group 4 
 

	  
MEGHAN	  DELOZIER	  

	   	  
JONATHAN	  HUFF	  

	   	  
MAX	  LOOMER	  

In conclusion we were able to hit all of our monthly objectives in reach 
and average frequency in every month but one.  We bought media that would 
affect both out national and spot numbers for each month.  As an example we 
had a high budget (9,040,024) of the month of December; we used that budget 
to buy national media that affected our three spot markets of Atlanta, Miami, 
and Dallas.   

When purchasing, we looked at our research of national and spot media 
in order to see which mediums would have the highest yield in reach and 
average frequency.  Keeping in mind which months were best for sales based off 
holidays, sporting events, and high travel seasons.     

We focused a large amount of the budget to buying national radio. 
Buying units during the key drive times, both morning and evening.  The reason 
that buying national mediums help our spot market numbers is because our 
three target markets make up 5.56% of the U.S. market.  We spent more money 
on national mediums that affected the spot markets because this helped grow 
both national and spot market’s reaches and frequencies.  Without the need to 
spend as much money on spot markets, we were able to keep much of the 
money on the national markets.    

Sports also played a key factor in our media buying.  The biggest months 
this is demonstrated would be in January, September and December.   These are 
some are our highest months for football and Chick-fil-A’s close ties to college 
football.  So we bought Net TV-Sports units in these months.  We also bought units 
in the spot markets during these months because the spot markets we selected 
are large football areas.  In the months of January and December these markets 
hold college football bowl games.   

One of our strategies used in buying was to buy closely related medium 
units in order to have out average frequencies high; but still buying enough all 
around mediums to get the reach sought after. 

Because of our ability to get more bang for our buck; we hope to 
increase the company’s profits in the 2014 calendar year by 7%.  Our numbers 
were higher than the goals we set in reach and average frequency in 11 out of 
the 12 months.  These numbers were often greater than the goal by a large 
percentage.  
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Figure A – pg. 14 
 

 
 
Figure B – pg. 14 
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APPENDIX CONT. 
 
Figure C- Pg. 14 

 
 
 
Figure D – Pg. 37 
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Figure E – Pg. 38 
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APPENDIX CONT. 
 
 

Figure F – Pg. 38 
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